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I am able to make and test a connection. But I still cannot find a way to make it as a
data source. Does anyone know how to do this? I would also like to know how to access
the merant driver from my efforts on the legacy Vantage 5.2 on Progress 9.1D. Getting
further, but have more errors. This error shows up on the "Map a Data Source" dialog

when the connection was made to the data source. Also getting "Merant ODBC for
Progress Error: Driver Merant Progress Driver for Progress ODBC Data Source (Merant
ODBC for Progress Driver for Progress ODBC Data Source) For Progress ODBC is not

registered. The driver name or data source has been changed, or the driver has been
moved or deleted" Ok, I got it working after contacting progress. It appears that they

are updating the driver to the SQL driver file that will work with that version of
OpenEdge. I downloaded the file that they sent, installed the client drivers, restarted
ODBC and it worked. I then connected to the database as it was supposed to and it
worked. Here are the instructions they provided I opened my MS SQL server and the
ODBC view, and I checked "Detail Properties" for the connection and it was all there

and working. I then checked "Driver Properties" and it was all there and working. I can
view the tables and all of the information. When that happened I tried using a different
app named unlim. I was not able to get unlim to save the file to my drive and when I try
to run it, I get progress driver error. I was able to run unlim and see all my data in my
progress table. When I ran progress I had the same thing happen. Same error code.
When I run it in the demo I get the correct information from the table and when I ran
progress it gave me the correct information. I was only missing the actual table so I

was able to test the connection to my progress database and be able to connect to it. I
was able to see my odbc connection manager in progress and it was on.
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i am trying to add an external
data source so that our epicor
10.2 can run queries against
our legacy vantage 5.2 on
progress 9.1d. i am able to

install the merant 32 bit odbc
driver for progress on our

epicor 10.2 server. i am able to
launch odbc (32 bit) and

successfully connect to and
authenticate with this dsn. but
when i go to my external data
source in epicor 10.2 and enter
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this dsn and all its settings, i
get this error: merant 3.60
32-bit progress sql92 v9.1d
driver is odbc-compliant and
supported for access to the
ccure 800/8000 progress

database. merant 3.60 32-bit
progress sql92 odbc driver

downloaddownload merant 3.60
32-bit progress sql92 odbc

driver download. the merant 3.
click ok, the configuration tool

will open and ask you to write. i
need to write a small piece of
code to use the merant 3.1d
driver to., merant 3.60 32-bit
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progress sql92 odbc driver
download progress datadirects
odbc driver for openedge offers
a high-performing, secure and

reliable connectivity solution for
odbc applications to access

openedge data. our odbc driver
can be easily used with all

versions of sql and across all
platforms - unix / linux, aix,
solaris, windows and hp-ux.
enjoy real-time analytics,
reporting and business

intelligence (bi) capabilities with
your favorite tools such as

tableau, power bi, qlik, excel,
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cognos, informatica, sas, oracle
obiee and more. it creates an
odbc server on the progress

host which connects to the local
odbc dsns configured on the

progress server. you can sort of
think of it like a remote desk for
odbc. then on my epicor server

i set up an odbc connection
back to this bridge, and now

epicor 10 can connect without
errors. 5ec8ef588b
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